The concept of "self-driving networks" has recently emerged as a possible solution to manage the ever-growing complexity of modern network infrastructures. In a self-driving network, network devices adapt their decisions in real-time by observing network traffic and by performing in-line inference according to machine learning models. The recent advent of programmable data planes gives us a unique opportunity to implement this vision. One open question though is whether these devices are powerful enough to run such complex tasks?
Introduction
What if networks could "self-manage" instead of having operators painstakingly specifying their behavior? Behind this vision-perhaps a bit futuristic-lies the concept of SelfDriving Networks [24, 25, 36, 37] . In a self-driving network, network devices measure, analyze, and adapt to the network conditions in real-time, without requiring off-path analysis.
Akin to self-driving cars, the idea of having networks "driving themselves" is appealing in terms of performance, reliability, and security. As an illustration, a self-driving network could optimize application performance (e.g., maximize bitrate, minimize rebuffering) by: (i) observing lower-level metrics (e.g., delay, throughput); and (ii) using a predictive model of the application behavior to decide the best action to take (e.g., increase the flow priority). Similarly, self-driving networks could swiftly detect network problems by observing, say TCP retransmissions, and reroute traffic upon detecting statistical anomalies [31] . Self-driving networks could also improve security by classifying traffic -even if it is encrypted -or by detecting subtle DDoS attacks.
All these applications require network devices to support two key building blocks: (i) the ability to derive precise measurements; and (ii) the ability to perform complex inferenceboth, directly in the data plane. While this might seem unrealistic, the advent of fully programmable data planes (e.g., Barefoot Tofino [2], Netronome NICs [50] ) offers us an opportunity to implement such features. The question is though: Are programmable data planes powerful enough?
pForest We answer this question positively by describing pForest, a system which enables programmable data planes to perform real-time inference, accurately and at scale, according to supervised machine learning models. pForest takes as input a labeled dataset (e.g., an annotated traffic trace) and automatically trains a P4-based [21] online classifier that can run directly in the data plane (on existing hardware) and infer labels on live traffic. Despite being performed in the data plane, pForest inference is accurate-as accurate as if it was done in software using state-of-the-art machine learning frameworks [11] . As an online classifier, pForest further optimizes for the classification "speed", i.e. it classifies flows as early as possible (after few packets).
We stress that pForest is a general framework that enables to perform in-network inference. As such, it does not remove the need to obtain a representative training dataset. As for any machine learning model, poor input data will result in poor performance. We consider the problem of building a representative dataset as orthogonal to this paper.
Challenges Performing accurate inference directly in the data plane is challenging for at least three reasons.
First, programmable data planes are heavily limited in terms of the operations they support. In particular, the lack of floating point computations makes it hard to implement inference procedures for most machine learning models (e.g., neural networks) or to keep track of statistical features (e.g., the average or standard deviation). pForest addresses this problem by: (i) classifying traffic according to Random Forests (RF) models whose decision procedures (based on sequential comparisons) fit well within the pipeline of programmable switches; and (ii) automatically approximating statistical features. While pForest is restricted to RFs, we stress that RFs are amongst the most powerful and successful machine learning model currently available (they can even emulate neural networks [26] ) and tend to work well in practice [20] . Furthermore, they are easily interpretable.
Second, programmable data planes have a limited amount of memory (few tens of megabytes [35] ) and do not support dynamic memory management. Yet, pForest needs to compute and store an unknown amount of features during inference in addition to storing the RFs. pForest addresses this problem by considering data plane constraints while training the RFs and selecting features that require small amounts of memory. A key insight is that this optimization does not come at the price of inference accuracy. To deal with the lack of dynamic memory, pForest relies on special encoding techniques that can pack multiple features in the same register.
Third, for some applications (e.g., security, QoS), classification needs to be done as early as possible after a flow has started. pForest addresses the problem of timely, yet accurate classification by training multiple context-dependent RFs that are optimized for different parts of a flow. At runtime, pForest seamlessly switches between these RFs as flows progress.
We fully implemented pForest in Python (training pipeline) and in P4 16 (data plane inference). Our evaluation shows that pForest can classify traffic at line rate for hundreds of thousands of flows, with an accuracy that is on-par with softwarebased solutions. We further show the practicality of pForest by deploying it on existing hardware devices (Barefoot Tofino).
Contributions Our main contributions are:
• An optimization technique for computing random forest models and optimal feature sets tailored to programmable data planes ( §4); • A compilation technique for compiling random forest models to programmable network devices ( §5); • An allocation technique for dynamic management of the memory available for feature storage ( §6); • An end-to-end implementation based on Python and P4 and a prototype running on existing hardware ( §7); • An extensive evaluation of pForest using synthetic and real datasets ( §8).
Background
In this section, we summarize the key concepts of programmable data planes ( §2.1); we explain the gist of random forest classifiers ( §2.2); and we define the notation ( §2.3).
Programmable data planes
We implemented the data plane component of pForest in P4 [21] , a programming language for network data planes. A P4 program consists of three main building blocks: a parser, which extracts header data from packets arriving at an ingress port; a match&action pipeline, which implements the control logic of the program through simple instructions and by applying match&action tables; and a deparser, which assembles the final packet and sends it to an egress port.
We describe key components and limitations of P4 below.
Tables Match&action tables map keys (e.g., packet headers) to actions (e.g., set egress port). Adding and removing entries to tables is only possible via the control plane API.
Registers Registers are stateful objects that are write-and readable both from the control plane and the data plane. They are organized as arrays of a fixed length and consist of entries with a fixed width. The size of registers needs to be declared at compilation time. Since there are no public specifications for the amount of memory in existing hardware devices, we report the results for units of 10MB.
Operations P4 supports basic operations but no floating point computations or loops. pForest requires the following operations, all of which are supported by P4 16 [10] and bmv2 [9] : add, subtract, max, min, bit shift, bit slice.
Hardware architecture and resources Programmable network devices implement the PISA architecture [4] , which contains a number of stages, during which match&action tables are applied. The number of these stages limits the maximum number of tables that can be applied in sequence.
Random forest classifiers
A random forest [15] is a supervised machine learning classifier which consists of an ensemble of decision trees. To classify a sample, it applies all decision trees on the sample's feature values, obtaining a label (i.e., estimated class) from each tree. Majority voting results in the final label. Additionally, each decision tree can return a certainty score
x l x tot where x tot is the number of training samples that ended up in the respective leaf node and x l is the size of the subset of them with the same label as the current sample. The random forest's certainty for this sample is the mean value of the individual uncertainties.
Notation
We depict our notation and definitions in Fig. 1 Random forest models are abbreviated by RF, and a model that is trained with F [: n] is denoted as RF n . label(RF(F)) denotes the label that RF predicts for F, certainty(RF(F)) the certainty of the prediction, and F 1 (RF) the F 1 macro-score of the model.
In training and inference, we use two thresholds: τ s to denote the minimum F 1 score that is required to accept a model, and τ c ) to denote the minimum certainty that is required to accept a label. 
pForest overview
In this section, we describe how pForest performs inference with random forest models entirely in the data plane of a network and after receiving only the first few packets of a flow. In the following paragraphs, we describe the workflow and components of pForest, illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Inputs Being based on supervised machine learning, pForest requires a labeled dataset as an input for training the model. The dataset needs to contain network traffic at packet level (e.g., in PCAP format; no payloads needed) because pForest generates models for different subflows (first n packets of a flow) and per-flow labels. pForest supports an arbitrary number of labels (i.e., traffic classes).
Extracting features for training pForest's feature extraction component extracts 18 popular network traffic features per subflow (i.e., F[: n] for n ∈ N) and it computes them in a way that is feasible in programmable network devices (e.g., replacing averages by moving averages). and applied after the device received the first 3 packets of a flow, one that is applied after 5 packets (RF 5 ) and one that is applied after 10 packets (RF 10 ) and for each of these models, the accuracy is above τ s . In this phase, pForest also selects features such that they are (i) sufficient to classify the given dataset; (ii) reused over multiple models (e.g., for RF 3 , RF 5 and RF 10 ); and (iii) computable with as little memory as possible.
In the inference phase, pForest applies these models up to the point where the certainty c about the classification is small enough. For example, RF 3 might classify a flow after 3 packets with an c = 70 % which is supposedly too low. Then, pForest would continue to classify the flow until (for example) its 5 th packet, where RF 5 classifies it with c = 99 %.
Compiling random forest models to data plane programs After generating context-dependent random forest models and selecting the features, pForest compiles this information to match&action table entries for programmable network devices. Since the entire model is encoded in memory that can be changed at runtime (i.e., table entries), pForest allows for a seamless deployment of new or updated models. Furthermore, pForest maximizes memory efficiency by dynamically allocating memory for the required features, circumventing the fact that P4 has no dynamic memory management.
Applying random forest models in real time Upon receiving a packet, pForest's data plane component (i) extracts the features; (ii) applies the appropriate random forest model; and (iii) labels the flow accordingly.
Because programmable network devices do not support dynamic memory management per se, pForest applies a sophisticated encoding technique to encode different features in one register and thereby overcomes this limitation. The high-level concept is that it reduces the precision of feature values, concatenates all features in one bitstring, and stores the position of each feature value in a register.
pForest implements the decision trees of the random forest as sequences of match&action tables, where each table contains the nodes of one stage. This allows to leverage the pipeline architecture of programmable network devices and to apply all decision trees in parallel.
Finally, pForest aggregates the labels and certainty scores of all individual trees to a final label and certainty score of the flow. As long as the certainty score is below a given value, pForest continues to track the flow and to apply the corresponding models. As soon as the certainty is high enough, pForest fixes the label and does no longer track the flow in order to free up memory for analyzing other flows.
Context-dependent random forests
In this section, we describe how we build a classifier based on random forest models along the following optimization problem: The classifier should have maximal speed (i.e., classify a flow after few packets) and minimal memory usage while providing an accuracy above a given threshold and using models that can run on programmable network devices. In §4.1, we describe the optimization problem in detail; in §4.2, we explain how pForest approximates the optimal solution; and in §4.3, we describe how pForest trains context-dependent random forests.
Optimization problem
pForest computes and applies classifiers according to the following optimization problem. Given a labeled dataset F and a minimal threshold score τ s , find a classifier C such that F 1 (C) ≥ τ s and it is feasible to run C in programmable network devices while minimizing the required memory and maximizing the classification speed.
Objective I: Minimizing memory usage Because programmable network devices have very limited memory resources, pForest minimizes the amount of per-flow memory. The amount of memory that is required per flow directly relates to the number of concurrent flows pForest can classify.
Objective II: Maximizing classification speed For many applications, online traffic classification is only useful if an ongoing flow is classified within its first few packets. Therefore, pForest classifies flows as early as possible.
Constraint I: Guaranteed accuracy pForest produces a classifier that exceeds a given threshold for the accuracy, in terms of the F 1 macro score over all classes (i.e., the unweighted average over the F 1 scores of each class) [13] ).
Constraint II: Feasibility in hardware pForest is designed to work in hardware devices supporting the P4 language and with realistic specifications (cf. §2.1).
Optimal solution Maximizing classification speed implies that a flow needs to be classified after a few packets and without knowledge of the packets that will arrive afterwards. However, the packets that arrive afterwards can have an impact on the feature values and make individual features more or less relevant. Therefore, waiting for one more packet (i.e., reducing the classification speed) could allow to use more efficient features (i.e., increasing the memory efficiency).
Furthermore, the time at which a flow can be classified can differ for each flow, even if they belong to the same class.
Therefore, finding the optimal solution would require to cover a search space of O (# flows × flow length × # features)). Because this is infeasible, pForest approximates the optimal solution through a greedy algorithm which we describe below. 
Feat. 
Yes. y+=1 In order to classify accurately and fast, pForest implements a novel concept of context-dependent random forests. The key idea is to train random forest models based on subflows F[: x] instead of the entire flows. This allows to classify a flow early (i.e., on the smallest subflow) when an accurate classification is possible (i.e., the certainty is high enough).
Example: If there are two flows F 1 and F 2 and the classifier has received 3 packets from each of them, RF 3 computes candidate labels l 1 = label(RF 3 (F 1 )) and l 2 = label(RF 3 (F 2 )). However, the certainty associated with l 1 and l 2 is not necessarily the same, since the decision paths in the random forests can differ. Hence, pForest might discard l 1 because the certainty is too low, but accept l 2 . Upon receiving an additional packet belonging to F 2 , pForest updates its features and attempts the next classification.
Guarantees Each of the context-dependent random forest models is locally optimal in the sense that it has an accuracy F 1 (RF(F [: x])) ≥ τ s and uses the minimum amount of memory. We do not directly optimize the combined classifier, but for the special case where the label of the first model is accepted in any case (i.e., irrespective of the certainty), the overall accuracy is equal to the accuracy of the first model and therefore ≥ τ s . By combining multiple models, the overall score exceeds τ s , as we show in the evaluation.
Training context-dependent RFs
pForest trains context-dependent random forests in the following steps: (i) it extracts the features; (ii) it groups redundant features; (iii) it selects the optimal representative feature from each group; (iv) it searches for the optimal model for a given set of features A(F [: x]), and increases x until it finds a sufficiently good RF x ; (v) it retrains RF x with the selected features and adds it to the final classifier C; and (vi) it tries to reuse RF x on F [: y], for increasing y > x, until the score drops below τ s . If the score has dropped below τ s at F [: y], pForest checks whether one of the previously extracted models can be used. If so, it adds the best of them (=: RF k ) to C and jumps to (vi). If the score of RF k was below τ s , it jumps to (iii) instead.
The following paragraphs describe each step, Fig. 3 illustrates them, and Alg. 1 in Appendix A provides all details.
Network traffic features pForest's feature extraction component extracts 18 popular network traffic features inspired by CICFlowMeter [8] and listed in Table 1 . In contrast to [8] , pForest, extracts features per subflow (i.e., F[: n] for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) in order to allow context-dependent models based on subflows and it respects the limitations of programmable network devices.
Grouping redundant features After extracting the features, the first step is to find groups of features which carry very similar information. To this end, we compute the mutual information I among the features (e.g., feature f i and feature f j ) and construct the normalized distance metric d(
H( f i , f j ) with H(X,Y ) being the joint entropy of discrete random variables X and Y . This results in a distance matrix D with entries d i j = d( f i , f j ). Then, we apply the DBSCAN algorithm [23] in order to find clusters of similar features.
Selecting representative features Given the groups of redundant features, the next step is to select a representative feature for each group. Since the features within a group carry similar information, we can use additional trade-off metrics for the selection while expecting a similar classification score. We leverage this to optimize for memory usage, convergence speed, and number of distinct features: Model search pForest optimizes the structure of the random forests across three parameters: (i) the maximum depth of the trees; (ii) the number of trees; and (iii) the weights of the classes during training. (i) and (ii) can be defined such that the model fits onto a particular programmable network device. pForest optimizes the F 1 macro score through a 6-fold cross validation, where the folds are chosen such that the classes are represented with the same percentage across all folds.
Model optimization Once pForest has found a model with a score ≥ τ s , it selects the minimal number of features necessary to achieve τ s . To do this, pForest ranks the features according to the mean decrease in impurity (MDI) [40] . It first trains the model with the most important feature, then with the two most important features and so on until the score of the trained model is ≥ τ s . This type of memory optimization is a local optimization for the current RF. An optimization across the sequence of all RFs, i.e., C, would require a simulation of how each feature selection fares in the future. 
Compiling random forests to the data plane
In this section, we explain how pForest compiles contextdependent random forest models to code and configuration for programmable network devices. We start with an overview over the outputs of the pForest compiler ( §5.1) and then describe how pForest encodes context-dependent random forests in P4 ( §5.2) and how it optimizes memory allocation ( §5.3).
Compiler output
pForest compiles context-dependent random forest models to two types of output: program code, which runs on P4-programmable network devices, and program configuration which specifies the behavior of this program.
The key difference between code and configuration is that changing the code requires a restart of the device while changing the configuration can happen on-the-fly. pForest compiles random forest models to configuration such that they can be updated at any time and it only encodes those parts in code which P4 does not allow to configure at runtime (e.g., the total size of feature memory). Configuring P4 applications is possible in two main ways: through entries in match&action tables and through values in stateful memory (i.e., registers). Table 2 summarizes the outputs of the compiler and specifies whether they are contained in the program code or in the configuration. The following sections describe each output in more detail.
Random forests in match&action tables
Random forests consist of multiple decision trees which output a label and a certainty for each given sample. A random forest model then computes the final label through majority voting by all the decision trees (cf. §2.2).
Encoding decision trees Applying decision trees bears similarities with the structure of the match&action pipeline in programmable network devices (i.e., the PISA architecture [4] In each level of the decision tree, the model compares one of the features against a threshold specified by the matching node. This translates directly to match&action pipelines: tables match on the ID of the current node, define the threshold as well as the feature to compare, and -depending on the result of the comparison -the ID of the next node. At the end, leaf nodes assign the label and the certainty to the sample.
As illustrated in Fig. 4 , pForest encodes decision trees in table entries of the following form (prev node, prev comparison result) → (next node, feature to compare, threshold)
where prev comparison result is True iff the feature was larger than the threshold of the previous node.
Leaf nodes map features to a label and a certainty:
Encoding random forests Developing this approach further from one decision tree to multiple decision trees in a random forest is straightforward: pForest encodes each decision tree in its own tables (i.e., one table per decision tree and level). This allows to apply all decision trees in parallel. After that, pForest combines the labels and certainty scores of all individual trees to a final label and certainty score.
Encoding context-dependent random forests Encoding multiple context-dependent random forests is analogous to encoding one random forest as described above and does not require additional tables because only one random forest is applied to each packet. In order to switch between different random forests depending on the packet count per flow, pForest uses a table that maps packet counts to models.
Allocating feature memory
pForest applies two techniques in order to dynamically allocate the optimal space (i.e., number of bits) for each feature despite the fact that P4 does not support dynamic memory management: (i) it adjusts the precision with which it stores each feature depending on the random forest models; and (ii) it concatenates all required features into one bitstring.
Allocating the optimal number of bits per feature Random forest models do not require the absolute value of a feature. Instead, they only depend on the result of comparing feature values with thresholds. pForest leverages this for saving memory by reducing the precision and the range of the stored features in a way that allows precise comparisons with the thresholds in all models.
For positive feature values with strictly positive thresholds, and a given minimum comparison accuracy a, the minimum needed amount of bits b is
where t max and t min are the maximum and minimum thresholds with which the feature is compared . Accordingly, the amount of bits by which the feature in P4 needs to be shifted is s = log 2 t min · 0.5 · a
For counter features holds a = 1 and t min = 1 because they are integers and need to be able to count from 1. If several random forests use the same features, the maximum and minimum thresholds are computed over all of them. Example: If RF 3 and RF 5 (and no other RFs in C) use the average of the packet length as a feature, pForest looks for the overall maximum and minimum threshold t max and t min that could be applied to this feature in RF 3 and RF 5 , as an example 1234.5 and 67.8. If the comparison accuracy is 0.01, the resulting number of bits is log 2 2·1234.5 67.8·0.5·0.01 + 1 = 13. Encoding all features in one bitstring As explained above, pForest computes the number of bits that are required to store each feature. Instead of saving every feature in a separate register, pForest concatenates all values to one bitstring, which allows to dynamically allocate the per-flow memory and to change random forest models without re-compiling the program. To specify the location of each feature in this bitstring, pForest stores the positions (start and end index) in a register on the programmable network device.
Inference in the data plane
In this section, we describe the data plane component of pForest. Its code is partially automatically generated by the compiler (cf. §5). After an overview over the entire pipeline that a packet passes in a pForest device, we explain how pForest extracts the features in the data plane and how it manages memory for them. Fig. 5 illustrates the packet processing pipeline which pForest runs in programmable network devices. Here, we summarize each processing step. The following subsections provide detailed information.
Pipeline overview
Parsing pForest extracts the Internet and transport layer header, as it contains information for some of the features. Further, it uses the 5-tuple (source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, protocol) as an identifier for a flow.
Updating features pForest computes the updated features based on the received packet and stores them in registers.
Applying the random forest model pForest sends the packet through the series of match&action tables which encode the decision trees of the random forest (cf. §5). The packet count (one of the previously extracted features) determines the model used for the classification.
Deriving the label and certainty pForest aggregates the labels and certainty scores from the individual decision trees in the random forest models to one label and certainty.
Acting based on label and certainty pForest can apply arbitrary actions based on the label and the certainty.
Feature extraction
pForest supports different types of features: minimum values, maximum values, average values, counters, sums, differences and stateless metadata of the current packet. Most of them are straightforward to implement in P4.
However, the lack of division and floating point operations makes it challenging to compute average values. Because of this, pForest uses the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) as an approximation. The EWMA computes to
where S t is the updated EWMA, S t−1 the previous value, and Y t are the values to be averaged. The constant α ∈ [0, 1] determines how much the current value influences the average, i.e., how fast past values are discounted. Because multiplications are not possible in many P4 targets, we use α = 0.5 such that multiplications can be replaced by bit shifts. 
Feature memory management
In this section, we describe how pForest solves these two challenges: (i) dynamically assigning flows efficiently to a fixed number of memory cells; and (ii) dynamically assigning parts of these memory cells to features. pForest manages memory in two dimensions: per flow memory is a bitstring of fixed size associated with each flow that pForest is currently classifying. This bitstring contains per feature memory blocks of dynamic size. Each of these blocks contains one stateful feature and pForest chooses the size of the block depending on the precision which the model requires for the respective feature (cf. §5.3).
Per-flow memory management
At compile time, pForest creates an array of registers to later store per-flow features. Each entry in this register contains the flow ID (a 32bit hash of the flow's 5-tuple) 1 , the timestamp of the flow's last packet, the packet count saying how many packets the switch received for this flow, and dynamically split space for multiple feature values.
Efficient allocation of flows to memory cells Because the number of registers is typically much smaller than the number of possible flows (i.e., possible 5-tuples) and there are no linked lists or the like in P4, pForest implements an allocation strategy using hash-based indices.
Computing the index of a flow by using only one hash function is not efficient because of hash collisions, (i.e., different flows hash to the same index). To avoid this, pForest computes multiple hashes of the flow ID using different hash functions. It then checks the register array at these indices for (I) whether it contains this flow ID; and (II) for whether its rows at these indices are usable. A row is usable if the slot is empty, or the last packet of the flow in the slot was more than a predefined timeout ago. If (I) fails, pForest uses the first-best usable row according to (II) to store the flow ID. If both conditions (I) and (II) fail, pForest cannot store stateful features and forwards the packet without classification. However, it adds a flag, which allows other devices to determine whether a flow was classified or not. That flag is stored in the Reserved Bit in the IP header. pForest implements this as a naive way of distributing the classification. More sophisticated approaches are out of scope for this paper, but we discuss ideas in §9.
Per-feature memory management
Besides the attributes that pForest needs to store for all random forest models (flow ID, last timestamp and packet count), pForest splits the remainder of the per-flow memory dynamically into fields in which it stores the other features. As explained in §5.3, this allows pForest to deploy a new random forest model based on other features without re-compiling the P4 program and without interrupting the network.
Concatenating all features into one bitstring and extracting them from the bitstring is possible using the bit slice operator in P4 16 or by doing bit shifts in P4 14 . As described in §5.3, the compiler defines the location of each feature in the bitstring and stores it in registers.
Classification
As described in §5.2, pForest implements random forest models through a series of match&action tables which specify the feature and the threshold to compare in each node as well as the following node depending on the result of the comparison.
Each arriving packet triggers a classification attempt of the respective flow, with the currently applicable random forest (if there is one, which might not be the case for the first few packets). pForest trusts the classification attempt if the certainty for the predicted label is a above a threshold (τ c ).
Upon a trusted classification, pForest empties the space allocated to that flow, such that it can store another flow.
Label-based actions
The flow labels and the corresponding certainty scores are available as metadata of each packet. This allows to apply arbitrary actions to packets depending on their label and the certainty. Examples of such actions include: (i) forwarding malicious traffic to a security device for further inspection; (ii) sending VoIP traffic over a low latency link; and (iii) notifying a monitoring system about file transfer flows. Implementing such actions is straightforward and out of scope for this paper.
Implementation
We fully implemented pForest. In this section, we outline the implementation of the training component, the data plane program, and the hardware prototype.
Feature extraction and training Our implementation for extracting features, training context-dependent random forest models, and compiling them to P4 consists of about 10 000 lines of Python code. We use dpkt [5] for parsing network traffic and extracting features and scikit-learn [11] for computing random forest models.
Inference in the data plane The data plane component consists of about 1500 lines of P4 16 code (for a random forest of 32 trees with maximum depth 10). This code runs in the behavioral model [9] and we tested it using Mininet [38] .
Hardware prototype In addition to an implementation in P4 16 , we implemented a prototype of pForest on real hardware (Barefoot Tofino [2] ). This non-optimized prototype implementation consists of about 1000 lines of P4 14 (Tofino) code, supports features of type counter (e.g., for ACK counter) and max/min (e.g., packet size) and random forests of depth 4.
Evaluation
In this section, we use real and synthetic datasets ( §8.1) to showcase pForest's training algorithm ( §8.2) and to show that pForest classifies traffic with high speed ( §8.3), high accuracy ( §8.4) and little memory ( §8.5).
Datasets and methodology
Below, we describe the used datasets as well as the applied preprocessing. We use three datasets: a small synthetic dataset that we generated ourselves and two public ones.
Synthetic dataset
The synthetic dataset consists of artificial feature values A(F [: i]), i ∈ 1, . . . , 9 and the corresponding labels generated with sklearn [12]. The dataset consists of 9 packets which are split in different phases during which different features are relevant. All features are non-redundant. Fig. 6 shows the relevant features for each packet of the flow. Additionally, the dataset contains 4 features which are statistically independent from the labels.
CICIDS The CICIDS2017 dataset [47] consists of network traffic during 5 days and contains various attacks. Each day contains different attacks and the dataset comes with labels, which indicate the type (malicious or benign) of each flow.
UNIBS The UNIBS-2009 dataset [14, 22, 29] consists of network traffic from an edge router of the campus network of the University of Brescia on three consecutive days in 2009. The dataset comes with labels which indicate the protocol of each flow according to the DPI analysis by l7filter [7] .
Preprocessing In the CICIDS dataset, we aggregated "FTPPatator" and "SSH-Patator" into one attack type. In the UNIBS dataset, we ignored classes with less than 20 samples. Merging them into one class would not be reasonable here, because traffic classes represent different protocols.
Models We used all stateful features from Table 1 . In all the models, the number of trees never exceeded 32, and their depth never 20. 
Context-dependent random forests
This experiment uses the synthetic dataset to show that pForest selects the relevant features in each phase of a flow and it switches to a new model if the score drops below τ s .
The results in Fig. 6 show that pForest extracts the models as expected: It only uses a subset of the relevant features (enough to reach τ s = 0.75); it never uses irrelevant features; and it applies a model as long as its score is above τ s . If the score of a model decreases below τ s , pForest generates a new model (after 5,7,8,9 packets in Fig. 6 ). If possible, pForest reuses previous models in order to save memory (as seen after 7 packets in Fig. 6 , where it reuses RF 2 ).
At packet 8, pForest uses F 4 for the first time, even though F 2 is also relevant and was already used before. This behavior is inherent to this artificial dataset, since all features are exactly equally important by design, which is unlikely in real datasets (as our results confirm).
Classification speed
In this experiment, we evaluate the classification speed of pForest. This is determined by the number of packets that it requires in order to classify a flow.
We run pForest with all datasets from Table 3 and plot the results in Fig. 7 . The results show that pForest classifies the majority of the flows within their first few packets. In the CICIDS dataset, pForest classifies 58.8 % of the flows (Tue) and 78.4 % (Fri) after only 3 packets, with an F 1 score of 97.9 % and 99.9 %, respectively. By design, pForest does not classify flows with less than the number of packets required for the first model (i.e., 3). If we ignore these flows, pForest classifies 98.0 % of the flows (Tue) and 99.9 % (Fri) of the flows after 3 packets.
In the UNIBS dataset, pForest classifies most of the flows after 5 or 7 packets with an F 1 score of 97.8 % (Day 1), 98.3 % (Day 2) and 97.0 % (Day 3), respectively.
This means that one model would be enough to classify a large share of the traffic in most cases and that pForest indeed finds such a model. However, if required, pForest's contextdependent models classify traffic in multiple stages. Day 2 of the UNIBS dataset shows an example for this. There, 4.7 % of the flows are classified after 3 packets, 82.6 % after 5 packets, and 83.4 % after 7 packets.
For some of the datasets (Tue and Day 1), the absolute percentage of flows that pForest classifies is only around 60 %. The reason for this is that many of the remaining flows (39.9 % for Tue and 38.7 % for Day 1) have less than 3 (Tue) or 7 (Day 1) packets. Therefore they end before there is a model to classify them. As a result, pForest cannot perform early traffic classification for these flows. As we discuss in §9, pForest could still classify these flows after they ended.
Classification accuracy
Together with the classification speed (cf. above), we now report the achieved accuracy for these classifications.
In this experiment, we compare the pForest's F 1 macro score over all traffic classes with an offline and an online baseline. The online baseline shows the case where the same models that pForest applies in the data plane are applied in software with floating point operations (while pForest reduces the precision of features in order to save memory and does not have floating point operations, cf. §5). The offline baseline shows the case where the full flows are classified by a model that is trained on full flows (i.e., no early classification) and with all features. Fig. 7 visualizes the results of this experiment. We first note that pForest achieves a high score which is on-par with models running in software. pForest is never more than 2.7 % below the online baseline and never more than 1.8 % below the offline baseline. pForest exceeds the respective τ s in all cases. For the CICIDS dataset, we observe that pForest is very close to the offline baseline (up to 1.8 % for Tue and 0.06 % for Fri), and it reaches the online baseline (up to a difference in the order of 10 −6 ). In this experiment, pForest exceeds the τ s already without classifying timed out flows. In general, pForest can always reach τ s if it classifies timed out flows by simply applying the earliest model to them as well, fulfilling the guarantee. The results show that the certainty threshold allows to exceed the τ s by far (e.g., 14 % for UNIBS Day 1). At the same time, the certainty threshold allows to tune the percentage of classified flows. For τ c = 0, the overall performance barely exceeds τ s , but the memory becomes the only limit for the percentage of classified flows. In this case, the first model classifies all flows, so each flow occupies the memory for as little time as necessary. Hence, varying τ c over time is analogous to a control system on memory usage. pForest allows for an easy implementation of such a system via communication with the controller, since τ c is adaptable at runtime. This is an extension that lies beyond the scope of this paper.
For the UNIBS dataset, pForest often exceeds the offline baseline, which shows that classifying subflows can actually improve the accuracy. One possible explanation is that the offline version classifies all flows, whereas the online version uses a certainty threshold and does not classify flows for which no model exists. Another possible explanation for this is that flows for different applications might show characteristic behavior mainly at the beginning.
Compared to the CICIDS dataset, the difference between pForest and the online baseline is bigger. We expect the reason for this to be in very close thresholds in the random forest 
Classification memory
In this experiment, we evaluate the amount of memory that pForest requires per flow in order to store its features. We again evaluate the datasets from Table 3 . In Fig. 8 , we show the per-flow memory that pForest requires for different τ s . The amount of per-flow memory consists of two parts: (i) a model-independent part for the flow ID and timestamp, requiring in 49 bits; and (ii) model-dependent feature storage.
We compare the results of pForest with two baselines: A straw-man approach that would store all features for each flow and an approach which stores only the selected features (but in full precision, except approximated precision for averages). The results show that pForest's feature optimization technique indeed significantly reduces the per-flow memory.
The absolute number of bits per flow depends on the dataset and τ s . This is expected because depending on the dataset and τ s , pForest requires a different number of models and models of different complexity.
In addition to the number of bits per flow, we also report the number of concurrent flows that pForest can classify per 10MB of available memory in a programmable network device (i.e., 10MB bits per flow ). We report these results for a unit of 10MB since existing hardware provides "tens of megabytes" [35] of memory -the exact amount is confidential. As the results in Fig. 8 show, pForest can classify hundreds of thousands of concurrent flows per 10MB feature memory.
We point out that pForest classifies flows after a few packets and the memory is only occupied during this phase. Therefore, pForest does not need to store all concurrent, but the much lower number of concurrent, not yet classified flows.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss important properties, limitations and possible extensions of pForest.
Classifying short flows pForest only classifies flows for which it finds an accurate enough model. This is the case for the vast majority of flows, but it is unlikely for very short flows (e.g., with 1 packet). Such flows could be classified when their timeout expires.
Classifying other entities In its current form, pForest classifies flows. However, the same approach works for classifying other entities (e.g., individual packets or hosts).
Resource exhaustion attacks Because of the limited memory, pForest can only track a fixed number of concurrent flows. A malicious actor could initiate many different flows in order to exhaust the available memory. However, pForest can detect idle flows based on the timestamp of their last packet and it reuses their memory cells for an other flow.
Distributing the classification pForest implements a simple best-effort strategy to flag classified flows (cf. §6). A more sophisticated -and feasible -approach would be to actively route flows via devices that have capacity to classify them.
Other datasets The absolute performance of pForest in terms of accuracy and memory depends on the training dataset, but pForest computes models and feature sets that maximize accuracy and minimize memory requirements. Datasets can be obtained from a third party (e.g., [1, 6] ) or recorded from the own network (with automated labeling [29, 39] ).
Other classifiers Most machine learning algorithms are infeasible to implement in programmable network devices due to the lack of floating point operations and loops. However, optimized random forest models are feasible and they can not only be used for classification -as in this paper -but also for clustering [48] or to approximate neural networks [26] .
Related work
The problem of early classification of network traffic is widely covered in literature [17, 43] . In this section, we summarize related work in the areas of traffic classification in soft-and hardware and inference in the data plane.
Traffic classification in software Various papers (e.g., [18, 19, 32, 41, 44, 46] ) show that the first few packets of a flow are enough to classify it. These approaches use similar features as pForest (i.e., statistical information about inter-packet time and packet length) but more sophisticated algorithms (e.g., clustering [18, 19] or SVM [46] ) which do not run at line rate.
Traffic classification in hardware Existing work shows that hardware (in particular FPGAs) can be used to perform classification at high speed. A key difference between FPGAs and pForest is that FPGAs provide significantly less throughput than programmable network devices and they come with few ports. This means that a network operator would need to deploy and manage many additional devices while pForest runs in programmable network devices at high throughput and without additional hardware.
Most high-performance approaches which achieve more than 100 Gbps throughput are based on applying simple rules to each packet (e.g., [27, 28, 34, 45] ; cf. survey in [42] ).
Van Essen et al. [49] compare the performance of random forests in CPU, GPU and FPGA and conclude that FPGAs provide the highest performance but can only encode small models (depth 6 and 16 trees -significantly less than pForest).
Groléat et al. [30] developed a lightweight SVM approach for classifying flows in FPGAs. In contrast to pForest, their approach is limited to few features (size of the first packets).
Machine learning inference in the data plane Jepsen et al. [33] describe the compilation of a binary decision diagram [16] to P4. pForest uses a similar technique but for compiling random forests with dynamic, non-sorted features.
Conclusion
We presented pForest, a novel approach for performing innetwork inference based on random forests. pForest operates in three steps: (i) it trains random forest models with features tailored to programmable network devices; (ii) it compiles these models to code and configuration for such devices; and (iii) it applies them in the data plane at line rate.
We provide an end-to-end implementation based on Python and P4 16 , which we will publicly release. To demonstrate pForest's feasibility on existing hardware devices, we also implemented a prototype version in P4 14 (Tofino) .
Our evaluation shows that pForest can classify ongoing flows after their first few packets with high accuracy. In particular, pForest achieves an accuracy in the data plane that is on-par with software implementations.
